Abstract
Introduction
Shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA) [1] , originally developed by Eusuff and Lansey in 2003, is a meta-heuristic optimization method for solving discrete optimization problems, SFLA, which mimics the mimetic evolution of a group of frogs while seeking for the maximum amount of available food, is based on evolution of memes carried by interactive individuals and a global exchange of information among the population. SFLA, basically combines the benefits of the mimetic algorithm (MA) [2] based on genetic evolution as well as particle swarm optimization(PSO) based the social behavior [3] , has many advantages [4] which are simple structure, fast evolution velocity, a few parameters and easy implementation. it has been applied in these fields successfully, such as water Distribution [1] , distribution feeder reconfiguration [5] , assembly line sequencing problem [6] , function optimization [7] , Wireless Sensor Network Coverage Optimization [8] , Wind Power Integrated System [9] .
SFLA has been shown that it can yield good performance for solving various optimization problems. However, it tends to suffer from falling into local optimal, and low precise solution when solving complex and high-dimension problems with many extreme points. So many researchers pay more attention to improve the global convergence, [10] presented meme triangular probability distribution shuffled frogleaping algorithm which chose meme strategy with several frogs. Taher Niknam proposed chaotic shuffled frog leaping algorithm using chaotic local search [11] . Improved shuffled frog leaping algorithm based on molecular dynamics simulations was proposed in [12] . [13] Put forward improved SFLA using power law external optimization, Jiang proposed a method a shuffled frog leaping algorithm using niche technology [14] . The above improved algorithms improved the performance in some extent, however, it is difficult to accelerate the convergence velocity when they avoid premature.
Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA)
SFLA contains elements of local search and global information exchange, an independent local search allows the transference of a meme among local individuals, and element of global information exchange enable frogs to interchange meme messages among memeplexes. And two elements alternate until convergence conditions are met.
Memeplex Division
The SFLA is described as follows. In the first step of algorithm, the initial population is formed by F randomly generated frogs i X , each possible solution is presented as 12 ( , , ...., )
where N is the number of the variables. The fitness value for the i th frog can be evaluated and sorted in descending order to find the global best frog (solution) g P . Then the frogs are divided into m meme lexes each holding n frogs, obviously, it is that F m n . Division process is that the first frog goes to the first memeplex, the second one goes to the second memeplex, the mth one goes to the mth memeplex, and the (m+1) th frog goes into the first memeplex. This process continues until all the frogs go into the appropriate memeplex.
Local Search
Influencing by the best frog, the worst frog leaps towards the best frog to attain more food. So the location of the worst frog should be adjusted and updated. According to the frog leaping rule, the worst frog is updated as follows.
where k is the kth memeplex with 1 km

; r is a random number with uniform distribution between 0 and 1; The process continues repeatedly until a pre-specified criterion (e.g., the number of mutations) is satisfied. Then they exchange global information after local explorations of all memeplexes are finished.
Global Information Exchange
After local search with a predefined number evolutionary in each memplexes, the memeplex is sorted in descending order; repartition the frog into new memeplexes, then progress local search repeatedly until the convergence condition is met.
Two-Phases Learning Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (TLSFLA)
In the local search of SFLA, the worst frog learns from the best frog in the same memeplex, the worst frog's possible position is substantially limited to the range between the current position and the best position [15] , which restrains the search area of meme evolution, and decreases the convergence velocity; As the iteration increases, the worst frog become nearer to the best one in the same memeplex, it makes the algorithm to be premature, and the diversity becomes worse. In global information exchange, frogs of each memeplex are fixed and sorted in descending order, then algorithm repartitions memeplexex. However, the advantages of global optimal frog are not fully utilized, which influences the evolution effect. Based on the above reasons, the paper presents two-phases learning shuffled frog leaping algorithm using learning in the local search and in the global information exchange.
Local Search
The best frog of each memeplex has better evolution advantage in local search. If the worst frog can learn from the best frog of other memeplex in the evolution process, it can bring 3 benefits. The first is to increase the possibility of the worst frog towards to the global optimal point; the second is to enlarge the search scope of the worst frog according frog rule; finally, it can ensure the diversity of each memeplex in the evolution process. The location is updated by formula (2), the leaping step size of the worst frog is updated according to the following rule: 
Global Information Exchange
Global optimal frog (i.e. elite frog) is different from other frogs. It cannot learn from other frogs, once fell into local optimum, algorithm would get into premature state. There is a new technology called Gaussian Learning which has been applied to a lot of optimization algorithm. In Gaussian learning, it add Gaussian perturbations to candidate solution, where it chooses the best solution as the generational individual. So we introduce Gaussian learning to the global optimal frog in global information exchange, which help to find better solution, lead frogs towards the better location and jump out the local optimum. The paper proposed elitist learning strategy, where we choose several dimensions in the location of global optimal frog randomly according to learning probability, a Gaussian random number is added in a dimension and information of other dimensions remains unchanged. The strategy gets a new optimal frog, if the fitness value is better than initial best value, the fitness value will replace the initial best value, and otherwise, it keeps the same. The definition of elitist learning strategy is given as follows.
Definition (Elitist Learning Strategy) ---Assume that is the global best location (i.e., elite particle) in a D-dimensional space, then elitist learning strategy of the dth dimension Exploration and exploitation capability [16] are a pair of contradiction of swarm intelligence algorithm. Exploration is that particle deviates from the original optimization trajectory to the new direction for search; exploitation means particle continues to track the original optimization process for detailed search. As to balance the exploration and exploitation, Gaussian learning dynamically adjusts variance, 2 σ is large, the search space is also large with powerful global search in the evolution period. With the evolution into in-depth, 2 σ becomes smaller and smaller, the search space also becomes smaller, but the local exploitation ability becomes strong. Therefore, Variance adjustment strategy is defined as follows.
where, m a x  and m in  mean the maximum and minimum variance respectively; g is the number of global information exchange; and G stands for Pre-set the total number of global information exchange.
Algorithm Flow
The main steps of TLSFLA are as follows. 
Experimental Verifications

Test Functions
To verify the performance our proposed approach, we employ a set of 13 benchmark functions from the literature [17] . The main characteristics of these benchmark functions are summarized in Table 1 
Comparison of TLSFLA with Other Standard Intelligent Algorithms
In this section, we compare the performance of TLSFLA with other standard intelligent algorithms on the test suite. The involved algorithms and parameter settings are listed as follows.
(i) Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [18] .
Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) [1] . (iii) Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [19] . (iv) Intelligent Single Particle Optimizer (ISPO) [20] . In Experiment, the dimension of all test functions is 30, the iteration number is . For PSO, the population size is set to 200, the inertia weight w is set to 0.6, The acceleration coefficients 1 c and 2 c are set to 2. For ABC, the total population size is also 200, which is divided into 100 employed bees and 100 scouts; for the remaining parameters, please refer to [19] . For ISPO, the population size is only one, ISPO has many parameters, which has different results with different settings, so in order to calculate, this paper adopts the following settings: Table 2 presents' results of each test function over 50 runs randomly, where "Mean" represents the mean function fitness value and "Std.Dev" stands for the standard deviation by averaging over 100 independent experiments. To judge whether performance is different significantly between TLSFLA and other 4 algorithms, this paper employs 2-tailed t test to analyze, where significance level is set to 0.05, degree of freedom is set to 29. Table 2 shows the experimental results of 5 algorithms, where // w t l means that TLSFLA wins in w function, ties in t functions, and loses in l functions, compared with 4 standard intelligent algorithms. The best values are shown in bold.
From the results of Table 2 , TLSFLA has better solution and stability. TLSFLA performs better than PSO on 3 problems, while both of them obtain the same results for the rest 10 problems; for the comparison of SFLA and TLSFLA, both of them achieve the same results on 7 problem, TLSFLA wins the rest 6 problems; TLSFLA outperforms ABC on 5 problems, while ABC achieves better results on 5 f , 6 f , 13 f , for the rest 5 problems, both TLSFLA and ABC can find the global optimum; TLSFLA performs the same as ISPO on 6 problems, for the rest, TLSFLA wins 6, while ISPO wins only Table 3 presents the average ranking of PSO, SFLA, ABC, ISPO and TLSFLA on 13 benchmark functions. The smaller is value of ranking, the better the performance, the higher the rank. From the results in Table 3 , the 5 algorithms From Figure 1 , it can be seen that TLSFLA has not only strong Optimization capability, but also converges faster. Each algorithm can get better result after small iteration times, in Figure 1 (b) and (d), theoretical optimal solution 0 can be found after 9 .7575 e+000±3.2458e+000 [26] 9.0000e-006±1.7000e-005
4.3305e-002±3.2415 e-002 2.606e-003±4.265e-003 9.3870e+000±3.1769e+000 We can see from table 4 that TLSFLA surpasses other 7 SFLA variants on mean value and standard deviation. [27] and TLSFLA achieve the same theoretical optimum on multimodal functions Griewank and Rastrgin, however, [27] is obviously inferior to TLSFLA on Sphere and Ackley, and standard deviation on Ackley is 0 and the result is stable.
Conclusions
This paper presents two-phases learning shuffled frog leaping algorithm based on standard SFLA. TLSFLA employs elitist Gaussian Learning in global information exchange and improve the rule in local research. Experimental verifications on a set of constrained benchmark functions show that TLSFLA attains better performance than
